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ABSTRACT Proper formation and maintenance of the mitotic spindle is required for faithful cell division. While much work13

has been done to understand the roles of the key molecular components of the mitotic spindle, identifying the consequences14

of force perturbations in the spindle remains a challenge. We develop a computational framework accounting for the minimal15

force requirements of mitotic progression. To reflect early spindle formation, we model microtubule dynamics and interactions16

with major force-generating motors, excluding chromosome interactions that dominate later in mitosis. We directly integrate our17

experimental data to define and validate the model. We then use simulations to analyze individual force components over time18

and their relationship to spindle dynamics, making it distinct from previously published models. We show through both model19

predictions and biological manipulation that rather than achieving and maintaining a constant bipolar spindle length, fluctuations20

in pole to pole distance occur that coincide with microtubule binding and force generation by cortical dynein. Our model further21

predicts that high dynein activity is required for spindle bipolarity when kinesin-14 (HSET) activity is also high. Together, our22

results provide novel insight into the role of cortical dynein in the regulation of spindle bipolarity.23

SIGNIFICANCE The mitotic spindle is a biophysical machine that is required for cell division. Here we have paired a
modeling approach with experimental data to understand the maintenance and dynamics of a bipolar mitotic spindle in the
absence of chromosome interactions. We present novel roles of cortical dynein in mitosis, and demonstrate its requirement
for both dynamic changes in spindle length and in antagonizing HSET in bipolar spindle formation. Model outputs predict
that cortical dynein activity would be limiting in contexts where HSET activity is high and may be of therapeutic relevance in
cancer contexts where HSET is often over expressed.

INTRODUCTION24

Mathematical and computational modeling of biological processes can bypass experimental limitations and provide a framework25

to identify and manipulate individual molecular components. An appealing candidate for such modeling is the process of26

cell division (1), which involves formation of the mitotic spindle to organize and separate the genetic material of a cell into27

two identical daughter cells. The assembly of the mitotic spindle is initiated by the nucleation of microtubules (MTs) at an28

organelle known as the centrosome (2). Normal mitotic cells have two centrosomes at which the spindle poles are formed.29

The centrosomes are positioned in response to mechanical forces, primarily driven by the activity of motor proteins (3–7). As30

mitosis proceeds, the mitotic spindle forms and maintains a bipolar configuration, with the two centrosomes positioned at31

opposite sides of the cell.32

Many models have been developed to understand early centrosome separation and spindle formation (8–15), chromosome33

dynamics (16–21), and spindle elongation during anaphase (22–24). While varying widely in methods and biological motivation,34

computational force-balance models have been used to understand key mechanistic components that modulate positioning of35

spindle poles and bipolar spindle formation (13, 25–28). Due to the ambiguity surrounding the exact spatiotemporal distribution36

and motor force generation in cells, and the large number of MT-motor interactions (6, 29, 30), computational models generally37

simplify dynamics and focus on the role of a limited number of interactions. We also use a simplified approach to modeling38
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motor-MT interactions, where, rather than modeling each individual motor protein in time and space, we set a probability that a39

motor protein will stochastically bind and generate force based on its proximity to a MT or the cell boundary (13, 27).40

Proper formation of the mitotic spindle is required for accurate chromosome segregation, and while the molecular regulation41

of segregation onset is dependent on stable MT attachments to chromosomes (31), chromosomes are dispensable for early42

bipolar spindle assembly (32–34). Hence, we develop a minimal computational model to analyze centrosome movement and43

mammalian mitotic spindle formation in the absence of chromosomes. To better understand the key mechanistic requirements of44

bipolar spindle formation and maintenance in the absence of stable MT interactions with chromosomes, we explore how forces45

drive centrosome movement. We consider stochastic MT interactions and forces generated by three motor proteins: kinesin-546

(Eg5), kinesin-14 (HSET), and dynein, which have been extensively studied and identified as the major force generators in47

mitosis (7, 35, 36). We leverage prior molecular studies that have identified velocity, force, and force scales for motor proteins48

to define parameters for our model (37–41).49

Discerning the distinct role(s) of motor-dependent forces on mitotic progression has been challenging as some mitotic50

motors have two or more regions of localization and/or functions that are independently regulated in the cell (7, 36). Dynein,51

for example, is localized to and interacts with MTs at spindle poles, kinetochores, and the cell cortex (36). Cell biological52

approaches can be limited in their ability to selectively perturb one localization or function of this important motor. Here we53

model cortical- and spindle pole-localized dynein independently, allowing us to assess the force generation of each population54

separately. Our model also explores temporal changes in motor-dependent forces and their impact on spindle dynamics. By55

analyzing motor-dependent force generation through mitotic progression, we answer outstanding questions regarding the56

balance of forces during cell division. Specifically, we test the impact of cortical dynein activity on spindle bipolarity and57

explore how force perturbations impact bipolar spindle length in the absence of cortical dynein. We directly integrate fixed58

and live-cell imaging to both refine and validate model outputs. Our model captures the biological time scale of mitotic59

progression and recapitulates changes to bipolar spindle length that have been previously described following molecular or60

genetic perturbation of motor protein function. Using our model, together with cell biological analysis of dynein perturbation,61

we reveal that cortex-localized dynein impacts both bipolar spindle length and spindle length fluctuations during mitosis. Model62

results further indicate that cortical dynein activity antagonizes HSET-derived forces on antiparallel MTs to directly impact63

bipolar spindle length.64

MATERIALS AND METHODS65

Model Overview66

In our two-dimensional simulations, the cell cortex is a rigid, circular boundary, with a diameter of 30 `m, capturing a67

mammalian cell that has rounded as it enters mitosis (42–44). We allow MT-motor protein interactions with Eg5 and HSET on68

antiparallel MTs, capturing the dominant roles of these proteins in mitosis, and with dynein at the cell cortex and spindle poles69

(4, 6, 7, 25, 30, 35, 45, 46). We use a simplified approach to determine MT interactions and force generation based on a Monte70

Carlo binding probability. Hence, for computational simplicity, we do not model individual motor proteins and do not include71

chromosomes, kinetochores or kinetochore fibers, as these are dispensable for bipolar spindle formation and maintenance (Fig.72

3). Where available, experimentally defined parameters using mammalian cell culture were used, and all parameters described73

below are listed in Table S1 in the Supporting Material. The model is benchmarked on previous modeling approaches that74

capture dynamic centrosome positioning and cell division (13, 27, 47–49). Additional model validation and details are provided75

in the Supporting Material.76

Dynamic Microtubules77

MTs are elastic filaments oriented such that their plus-ends, those that dynamically grow and shrink (50), point outward78

while their minus ends remain anchored at the centrosome (51–53). We consider MT minus-ends to remain embedded in the79

centrosome (2 in Fig. 1 A) to account for crosslinking proteins that maintain spindle-pole focusing throughout mitosis (54, 55).80

MT plus-ends undergo dynamic instability (50), meaning that they are stochastically switching between states of growing (at a81

velocity E6) and shrinking (at a velocity EB if unbound or E1 if bound to cortical dynein). Each MT 8 is nucleated from one82

of the two centrosomes, has an angle U8 , length ℓ8 , and is characterized by a unit direction vector ®<8 from the center of the83

centrosome to the MT plus-end (Fig. 1 A). As MTs interact with each other or the cell boundary, ®<8 further defines the direction84

in which motor-dependent forces are generated on MT 8, and therefore felt on centrosome 2.85
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Figure 1:MT-associated forces are involved in forming and maintaining a bipolar spindle in the absence of chromosome
interactions. (A) MTs are nucleated from and remain anchored at centrosome 2. Each MT 8 is defined by an angle U8 , length ℓ8
and direction ®<8 . A balance of pushing and pulling forces are required for proper centrosome separation in (B) and maintenance
of spindle bipolarity in (C). (i) Eg5 generates an outward force at antiparallel MT overlap regions. (ii) Dynein localized to
spindle poles binds to and pulls MTs from the opposing spindle pole. (iii) HSET generates an inward force at antiparallel MT
overlap regions. (iv) Dynein localized to the cell cortex generates a pulling force on bound MTs. (v) MTs that continue to grow
as they reach the cell cortex generate a pushing force. Arrows in (i)-(v) indicate the direction in which centrosome 2 will move
in response to 58 .

Centrosome Movement86

We define five MT-derived forces that drive the movement of centrosome 2 within the confined cell boundary; pushing forces by87

MTs growing against the cell cortex ( ®�B;8 ?2 ), motor-dependent pulling forces by dynein at the cell cortex ( ®�32>A2 ) or spindle poles88

( ®�2
3B? ), and Eg5- ( ®��65

2 ) or HSET- ( ®��(�)2 ) derived forces at interpolar MT overlap regions (Fig. 1 B/C (i)-(v)). Since exact89

amounts and distributions of motor proteins throughout the spindle have not been experimentally determined, and modeling90

individual molecular motors is computationally intensive, we use a simplified approach that has been used previously to capture91

the effective overall force by motor proteins on each centrosome (13, 27).92

We consider the following force-balance equation for the movement of centrosome 2 in the overdamped limit:93

®0 = ®�32>A2 + ®�B;8 ?2 + ®��65
2 + ®��(�)2 + ®�A24=C2 + ®�A2>A2 + b2 ®E2 , (1)

where ®�A24=C2 is a repulsive force between centrosomes. We solve a system of 2 equations for the velocity of each centrosome, ®E2 ,94

and use the velocity to determine the new location of each centrosome. Due to MT dynamics and stochastic force generation, a95

new set of forces in Eq. (1) are calculated at every time point, determining the corresponding centrosome velocity. The velocity96

is scaled by a constant drag coefficient, b, to account for the viscosity of the cytoplasm within the cell (Table S1) (56).97

While the force by each motor population, dynein, Eg5, and HSET, is consistent on every MT they are bound to, we carefully98

consider how each force is felt by the centrosome center, and therefore contributes to centrosome movement. Stoke’s Law states99

that the drag on a spherical object is dependent on the viscosity of the fluid and the radius of the sphere when in free space.100

However, it is well established that the drag on a sphere increases when it is centered inside a confined spherical region (57). In101

this model, however, rather than a sphere, we have a centrosome with an attached radial array of MTs that are asymmetrically102

distributed and changing over time (Fig. S1 C,D in the Supporting Material). Our system is dynamic, with changing MT number,103

MT lengths, and centrosome position at every time step (Fig. S1 A in the Supporting Material). Studies have explored the drag104

on a symmetric and centered MT aster, where drag was an increasing function of MT volume fraction (49). However, they do105

not consider multiple asters, or how asters interact with each other. Further theoretical studies reveal that confinement and106

proximity to a boundary increases drag, but does not explore drag on non-solid objects (58). While these studies do not capture107
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the effective drag on two asymmetric asters interacting with each other within a cell, they do provide insight into how forces108

should be scaled to account for this geometry. We therefore consider these changes to drag in an exponential damping term of109

the form 4G?

(
L
 3

)
on each motor-dependent force, where L defines a MT length scale, 3 defines the distance between the110

centrosome and the point of force application, and  is a constant parameter. Additional details are provided in the Supporting111

Material in Fig. S2 and Table S3 to show both model sensitivity and the scaling of this term with respect to L.112

Cortical Forces113

Dynein is a minus-end directed motor that is localized at the cell cortex (cor) during mitosis where it binds to MT plus-ends,114

generates a pulling force on the MT, and contributes to a net force that drives the centrosome closer to the boundary115

(9, 47, 48, 59–62), as illustrated in Fig. 1 C(iv). Cortical dynein is assumed to be uniformly distributed along the boundary and116

each MT plus-end within a distance D32>A to the boundary has a probability %32>A of binding to dynein. Following a standard117

Monte Carlo Method, we choose =3 from a uniform distribution, =3 ∈ U[0, 1], and binding to dynein will occur if =3 ≤ %32>A .118

The pulling force generated by cortical dynein on the 8Cℎ MT nucleated from the 2Cℎ centrosome follows a standard linear119

force-velocity relationship (63):120

5
32>A
8

= 50,3

(
1 − ®E2 · ®<8

E0,3

)
, (2)

where 50,3 is the stall force of dynein, E0,3 is the walking velocity of dynein, ®E2 is the velocity of centrosome 2, and ®<8 is the unit121

vector in the direction of MT 8. The total pulling force by cortical dynein on the 2Cℎ centrosome in the direction of the 8Cℎ MT,122

®�2 =
#2,32>A∑
8=1
− ®<8 exp

(
− ℓ8

 32>A

)
5
32>A
8

, (3)

where #2,32>A is the total number of MTs on centrosome 2 that bind to cortical dynein, ℓ8 is the length of MT 8, 32>A is the123

minimal distance between centrosome 2 and the cell cortex, and  is a scaling factor. This force will pull the centrosome in the124

direction of ®<8 , towards the cell cortex. MTs will stay bound to cortical dynein until the end of the MT is greater than a distance125

D32>A from the cell cortex, at which time it begins depolymerizing at velocity EB. As described earlier, the exponential term126

accounts for a higher drag on the centrosome due to MT length, density, and proximity to the cell boundary (Fig. S2 in the127

Supporting Material).128

Alternatively, if the random number, =3 , is greater than the probability of binding to dynein, %32>A , the MT instead continues129

to grow and slips along the boundary (47, 64) (Fig. 1 C(v)). For simplicity, we do not allow a MT to be bound to cortical dynein130

and grow/slip against the cortex simultaneously. The pushing force is described as:131

5
B;8 ?

8
= <8=

(
5BC0;; ,

c2^

ℓ2
8

)
, (4)

where 5BC0;; is the stall force of a MT and ^ is the bending rigidity of the MT. This force is also dependent on MT length, ℓ8 ,132

such that longer MTs are more likely to buckle than shorter MTs. The pushing force felt back on the 2Cℎ centrosome by #2,B;8 ?133

MTs is then:134

®�B;8 ?2 =

#2,B;8?∑
8=1

5
B;8 ?

8
®<8 . (5)

We note that this force already accounts for length-dependence, and long MTs are unlikely to generate significant force because135

they are more likely to buckle. Therefore, we do not consider the additional exponential scaling in forces derived by MT pushing136

against the cell boundary. Pushing MTs also experience a slight angle change of \ and the corresponding unit direction vector137

®<8 and angle U8 are then updated. A MT will stop pushing against the cell cortex if the end of the MT is greater than a distance138

D32>A from the cell cortex. Alternatively, if =3 ≤ %32>A and the end of the MT is within D32>A from the cell cortex, a pushing139

MT can then bind to cortical dynein.140

Interpolar Forces141

Interpolar MTs can experience pushing or pulling forces by being bound to opposing MTs by either Kinesin-5 (Eg5, plus-end142

directed) or Kinesin-14 (HSET, minus-end directed), respectively (Fig. 1 (i),(iii)). Specifically, we define interpolar MTs as those143

having an angle within c/2 of the vector between the centrosomes (Fig. 2 A). Forces from Eg5 are necessary for centrosome144

separation early in mitosis, as loss of Eg5 prevents centrosome separation and results in monopolar spindles (6, 30, 65, 66).145
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HSET is localized along interpolar MTs and is involved in both antiparallel MT sliding and parallel MT bundling (7). However,146

since we do not explicitly model crosslinking activity by motors or passive crosslinker proteins, we consider only HSET activity147

on antiparallel MTs. HSET that is bound to antiparallel MTs is antagonistic to Eg5 and contributes to spindle maintenance148

during mitosis (32, 38, 67).149

Interpolar MTs 8, 9 nucleated from centrosomes 2, : , that are within a distance D�65 or D�(�) will have a probability of150

binding to Eg5 (%� ) and/or HSET (%� ) and generating force. Using a Monte Carlo Method, if a random number =� , =� is151

less than %� , %� , binding of Eg5 and/or HSET occurs, respectively. The force on each MT by either Eg5 or HSET follows152

Eq. (2) with stall forces 50,�65, 50,�(�) and walking velocities E0,�65, E0,�(�) , respectively. As MTs nucleated from both153

centrosomes are bound, we consider the net velocity of each centrosome in the force-velocity equation. The net velocity of154

centrosome 2 is therefore calculated as ®E2 = ®E=4C − E 5 where ®E=4C is the relative velocity between centrosomes 2 and : , and E 5155

is the poleward flux, the constant depolymerization of MT minus-ends on interpolar MTs (68, 69). The force felt on centrosome156

2 due to Eg5 and HSET motor activity is157

®��65
2 =

#2,�65∑
8=1
− ®<80(1 +$8, 9 )� exp

(
− !8

 324=C

)
5
�65
8

, (6)

®��(�)2 =

#2,�(�)∑
8=1

®<80(1 +$8, 9 )� exp
(
− !8

 324=C

)
5 �(�)8 . (7)

#2,�65 and #2,�(�) are the total number of MTs on centrosome 2 that are bound to Eg5 and HSET, respectively. !8 is158

the distance between the centrosome 2 to the point where the motor binds to the 8Cℎ MT, 324=C is the distance between159

centrosomes 2 and : , and � is a constant scaling factor to account for both passive crosslinkers at antiparallel MT overlap160

regions (10, 12, 70, 71) and motor-dependent crosslinking activity by HSET and Eg5 (38, 40). The sensitivity of the model161

(defined by bipolar spindle length) to parameter � is shown in Table S3. If the angle of intersection between MTs 8 and 9 ,162

q8, 9 ∈ [90◦, 120◦], then 0 = 1 and if q8, 9 > 120◦, then 0 = 2; this allows interpolar MTs that are closer to antiparallel to163

generate more force as q8, 9 increases, simulating force by multiple motor proteins. $8, 9 is the overlap distance of interpolar MTs164

8 and 9 and is calculated as the minimum of ℓ8 , ℓ 9 , or [8, 9 , calculated as the law of cosines between the two MTs (Fig. 2 B ).165

The equations scale with interpolar overlap distance $8, 9 to account for force generation by multiple motors as this distance166

increases. For each interpolar interaction, the same equations are solved to calculate the force on centrosome : , using ! 9 in the167

exponential scaling term and ®< 9 , the unit direction vector of MT 9 , to determine the direction of the force. In Fig. S2 C in the168

Supporting Material we plot the relationship between !8 and the exponential scaling term, showing a decrease in force scaling169

with increased distance from the centrosome to motor-derived force.170

(A)

®+24=C

Interpolar MT Region (B) Interpolar MT Interaction

Figure 2: Interpolar MTs. (A) Schematic of interpolar MT region. Black dashed line indicates the vector between the
centrosomes ( ®+24=C ). Interpolar MTs are those that lie within the blue shaded regions. (B) Schematic of interpolar MT interaction.
MTs 8, 9 are nucleated from centrosomes 2, : , respectively.
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Spindle-Pole Dynein171

In addition to its localization at the cell cortex, dynein is highly localized to spindle poles (sp) during mitosis (Fig. 1 (ii)), where172

it is necessary for the maintenance of MT minus-end focusing and spindle pole integrity (54, 72, 73). We allow MTs nucleated173

from opposing centrosomes to have a probability %3B? of binding to dynein anchored to MTs near centrosomes if they get174

within a distance D3B? from the center of the centrosome. This motor-MT interaction is the same as Eq. (2). The force on175

centrosome 2 by dynein localized at spindle poles is calculated by176

®�3B?2 =

#2,3B?∑
8=1
− ®<8 exp

(
− ℓ8

 324=C

)
5
3B?
8

(8)

and is scaled to account for MT length, density, and proximity to the other centrosome. #2,3B? is the total number of MTs on177

centrosome 2 that bind to dynein localized at centrosome : . An equal and opposite force is felt on centrosome : .178

Repulsive Force179

We consider a repulsive force between centrosomes to be activated if the distance between centrosomes, 324=C , is less than DA180

(Table S1). The force applied to centrosome 2 if this distance argument is achieved is:181

®�A24=C2 =
®+24=C'
(1 + 324=C )

, (9)

where ®+24=C is the unit vector between centrosomes 2 and : (Fig. 2) and ' is a scaling factor.182

Cell Culture, siRNA, Cell Line Generation183

hTERT-immortaized Retinal Pigment Epithelial (RPE) cells weremaintained inDulbecco’sModified EssentialMedium (DMEM)184

supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1% Penicillin and Streptomycin and maintained at 37◦C with 5% CO2.185

Depletion of Nuf2 andAfadin was achieved by transient transfection of a pool of four siRNA constructs (Nuf2 target sequences: 5’-186

gaacgaguaaccacaauua-3’, 5’-uagcugagauugugauuca-3’, 5’-ggauugcaauaaaguucaa-3’, 5’-aaacgauagugcugcaaga-3’; Afadin target187

sequences: 5’-ugagaaaccucuaguugua-3’, 5’-ccaaaugguuuacaagaau-3’, 5’-guuaagggcccaagacaua-3’, 5’-acuugagcggcaucgaaua-188

3’; Dharmacon, Lafayette, CO) at 50 nM using RNAiMAX transfection reagent according to manufacturer’s instruc-189

tions. Knockdown conditions were performed alongside a scrambled control (siScr) with a pool of four non-specific190

sequences (5’-ugguuuacaugucgacuaa-3’, 5’-ugguuuacauguuguguga-3’, 5’-ugguuuacauguuuucuga-3’, 5’-gguuuacauguuuuccua-191

3’; Dharmacon, Lafayette, CO). Depletion was confirmed by qPCR with primers for Nuf2 (F:5’-taccattcagcaatttagttact-3’,192

R:5’-tagaatatcagcagtctcaaag-3’ ;IDT, Coralville, IA), Afadin (F:5’-gtgggacagcattaccgaca-3’, R:5’tcatcggcttcaccattcc-3’; IDT,193

Coralville, IA), and GAPDH (F:5’-ctagctggcccgatttctcc-3’, R:5’-cgcccaatacgaccaaatcaga-3’; IDT, Coralville, IA) as a control.194

Nuf2 makes up one of the four arms of the Ndc80 complex, which attaches MTs to kinetochores, along with Hec1, Spc24,195

and Spc25 (74). Hec1 and Nuf2 dimerize in this complex, and knockdown of either protein destabilizes the other complex196

member, leading to loss of MT attachments to kinetochores (75). Therefore, knockdown of Nuf2 was further confirmed using197

immunofluorescence imaging with antibodies specific for Hec1 (Novus Biologicals, Littleton, CO) to assess kinetochore198

localization of the complex.199

RPE cells stably expressing L304-EGFP-Tubulin (Addgene #64060, Watertown, MA) were generated by lentiviral200

transduction and placed under 10 `g/mL Puromycin selection for 5-7 days. Expression of the tagged construct was confirmed201

by immunofluorescent imaging (76). RPE cells stably expressing GFP-centrin were previously described (77) and generously202

provided by Neil Ganem.203

Immunofluorescence Imaging204

Cells were captured with a Zyla sCMOS (Oxford Instruments, Belfast, UK) camera mounted on a Nikon Ti-E microscope205

(Nikon, Tokyo, Japan). A 60x Plan Apo oil immersion objective was used for fixed-cell imaging and live-cell imaging of RPE206

cells expressing GFP-centrin to visualize centrosomes (78), and a 20x CFI Plan Fluor objective was used for live-cell imaging207

of RPE cells expressing GFP-tubulin (76).208

Fixed-cell Imaging and Analysis209

Cells seeded onto glass coverslips were rinsed briefly in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and placed in ice cold methanol for210

10 minutes at -20◦C. Coverslips were washed briefly with PBS and blocked in TBS-BSA (10 mM Tris at pH 7.5, 150 mM211
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Figure 3: Stable end-on kinetochore attachments are not required for bipolar spindle formation. (A) Fixed-cell imaging
of RPE cells stained for DAPI (DNA), Tubulin (MTs), and Hec1 (Ndc80 complex) in the control (siScr) and knockdown
(siNuf2) condition. (B) Quantification of the average DAPI area in the control (siScr) and knockdown (siNuf2) condition.
(C) Quantification of the average spindle length in the control (siScr) and knockdown (siNuf2) condition. (D) Quantification
of the average fraction of pre-anaphase mitotic cells cells with bipolar, monopolar, or disorganized spindles. All averages
were calculated from at least 30 cells from 3 biological replicates. Error bars are standard deviation (SD). *p<0.05 indicates
statistical significance.

NaCl, 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA)) for 10 minutes. Cells were incubated with primary antibodies diluted in TBS-BSA212

(anti-U-tubulin (1:1500; Abcam ab18251, Cambridge, UK), anti-Ndc80 (1:500; Novus Biologicals, Littleton, CO), anti-Centrin213

(1:1000; Millipore 04-1624, Burlington, MA), anti-NuMA (1:150; Abcam ab109262, Cambridge, UK) for 1 hour in a humid214

chamber. Cells were washed in TBS-BSA for 10 minutes then incubated with fluorophore-conjugated secondary antibodies215

(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) diluted 1:1000 in TBS-BSA + 0.2 `g/mL DAPI for 45 minutes.216

Fixed and live-cell image analysis was performed in NIS Elements. Fixed cell analysis of DNA area was quantified by217

gating a region of interest by DAPI fluorescence intensity. Spindle length was quantified by performing line scans along the218

long axis of the mitotic spindle and considering the spindle poles to be the two highest peaks in fluorescence intensity. Spindle219

morphology was characterized as bipolar, monopolar, or disorganized, where monopolar spindles were characterized by spindle220

length being less than half the average bipolar spindle length, and disorganized spindles had indistinguishable spindle poles. All221

analysis performed and all representative images are of a single focal plane. Background was subtracted by the rolling-ball222

algorithm (79) and contrast was adjusted in ImageJ to prepare fixed-cell images and GFP-centrin live-cell images for publication.223

Statistical analysis was performed in Excel; two-tailed Student’s t-test was used for comparisons between two groups.224
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Live-cell Imaging225

RPE cells stably expressing U-tubulin-EGFP were seeded onto a 6-well plate. NIS elements HCA jobs software was used to226

enable multi-coordinate, multi-well imaging in a single z-stack (0.67 `m per pixel) (76). Images were captured every 5 minutes227

for 16 hours. Analysis was performed on at least 40 mitotic cells.228

RPE cells stably expressing GFP-centrin were seeded onto glass coverslips and placed in a sealed chamber slide with 100 `l229

of media. Single cells entering mitosis were captured at 60x in a single z-stack (0.11 `m per pixel) every fifteen seconds for the230

duration of mitosis or until centrosomes were no longer in the same plane. Spindle length fluctuations were quantified as the231

average number of peaks per minute, rather than the total number of peaks per trace to account for changes in movie duration.232

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION233

Spindle formation occurs independently of stable microtubule interactions with chromosomes234

To better define the extent to which stable end-on MT attachments to chromosomes are dispensable for bipolar spindle structure,235

we used immunofluorescence imaging approaches to observe cells depleted of Nuf2 (siNuf2), a protein essential for stable236

MT binding to kinetochores (Fig. 3 A). While it has been established that a bipolar spindle can form in the absence of stable237

MT attachments to kinetochores (33, 34), performing these experiments in house provides valuable data that can be used to238

inform and validate our model. We use RPE cells for mitotic analysis, which are a well characterized, diploid, immortalized239

mammalian cell line. We stained cells with DAPI to label chromatin and U-tubulin to label MTs. We used siRNA to specifically240

target Nuf2 for depletion and then assessed mitotic spindle structure. Consistent with previously described work (32–34), we241

find that Nuf2 depletion leads to a marked decrease in Hec1 localization at kinetochores and dispersion of chromosomes242

throughout the cell (Fig. 3 A,B). Additionally, Nuf2 depleted cells exhibit an increase in spindle length compared to the control243

condition (17 `m for Nuf2 depletion and 14 `m for control, Fig. 3 C). Together, this indicates the failure to form stable MT244

attachments to kinetochores following Nuf2 depletion. Despite these differences, spindle morphology remains largely bipolar in245

the Nuf2 depleted condition, with more than 90% of cells achieving bipolarity (Fig. 3 D). These data confirm that kinetochores246

and kinetochore-derived forces are not required for bipolar spindle formation and maintenance, validating our choice to omit247

chromosome-derived forces from our model.248

A biophysical model captures bipolar spindle formation and maintenance249

To inform our model and validate model outputs, we performed live-cell imaging of RPE cells stably expressing an U-tubulin-250

EGFP transgene (Fig. 4 A) or a GFP-tagged centrosome marker (GFP-centrin) (Fig. 4 F,G). Spindle MTs are anchored at251

centrosomes by crosslinking and motor proteins to form spindle poles (54, 80), allowing analyses of either spindle pole252

or centrosome position to be used to quantify centrosome movement in space and time. We used RPE cells expressing253

U-tubulin-EGFP to inform initial conditions of the model (Fig. 4 A). We quantified intracentrosomal distances just prior to254

nuclear envelope breakdown (NEB), defined as the first point in time at which GFP-tubulin is no longer visibly excluded from255

the nuclear region. This analysis reveals a wide distribution, with initial centrosome distances ranging between 3.9 and 16.6 `m256

(Fig. 4 C). To mirror this distribution of centrosome positions in our model, we initialize centrosomes to be randomly placed at257

least 7.5 `m from the center of the cell, achieving a range of distances between 4.2 and 14.75 `m (Fig. 4 C).258

Live-cell imaging was used to monitor centrosome movement and spindle bipolarity, capturing centrosome separation at259

early time points (Fig. 4 E,F,G(i)) until an eventual bipolar spindle is achieved and maintained at an average spindle length260

of 12 `m (Fig. 4 E). Imaging analyses further reveal that 40% of cells achieve spindle bipolarity (spindle length >10`m)261

by 5 min and 96% by 10 min (Fig. 4 D). Quantification of bipolar spindle length from live-cell imaging is consistent with262

fixed-cell image analysis of RPE cells with stable MT-chromosome attachments in Fig. 3 C (siScr). By tracking individual263

centrosome positions in time, we calculate that they have a velocity less than 1 `m/sec. While mitotic progression has been well264

characterized, performing this analysis provides data to directly integrate and compare with our model.265

We have parameterized our model such that mitotic timing, bipolar spindle length, and centrosome velocity closely match266

our experimental measurements. Where available we used parameters that have been well established (Table S1), and where267

necessary we have defined and optimized new parameters to closely capture biological phenomena (Tables S1, S3, S4). Late268

time points of our model resemble a bipolar spindle with asymmetrically distributed MTs, with an increased density towards269

the center of the spindle structure (Fig. 4 B(iii), Fig. S1 D). MTs in the interpolar region (the region between spindle poles) are270

interacting and generating force, allowing the maintenance of this bipolar configuration (Figs. 5, 6). Model analysis shows that271

35% of simulations achieve spindle bipolarity by 5 min and 94% by 10 min (Fig. 4 D, bipolar defined as having a spindle272

length ≥ 1/2 of the final average spindle length). Furthermore, an average bipolar spindle length of 17 `m is achieved (Fig. 4273

E). While this is a longer spindle length than that seen in control RPE cells (Fig. 3 C (siScr)), it is consistent with measured274

spindle lengths from RPE cells depleted of Nuf2 (Fig. 3 C (siNuf2)) which, like our model, lack kinetochore-derived forces.275
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Figure 4: Stochastic force-balance model captures centrosome movement and bipolar spindle formation. (A) Still frames
from live-cell imaging of RPE cells expressing tubulin-EGFP from the time point before nuclear envelope breakdown (NEB) at
t=0 min in (i) to spindle bipolarity at t=10 min in (iii). Image acquisition parameters for live-cell analysis limit detection to
more stable populations of MTs, primarily kinetochore MT bundles. However, fixed cell analyses confirm astral and interpolar
MT populations are also prevalent in these same conditions (see also Fig. 3 A). (B) Still frames from a single simulation
showing initial centrosome positioning at t=0 min in (i) to spindle bipolarity at t=10 min in (iii). The corresponding simulation
is shown in Movie M1 in the Supporting Material. (C) Distributions of initial distance between spindle poles from live-cell
imaging (Exp) and simulations. (D) Plot of the fraction of cells (Exp) and simulations that achieve bipolarity by 5 and 10
min. (E) Plot of the spindle length over time from live-cell imaging (Exp) and simulations. Error bars are standard deviation.
Biological data are captured at 5 min increments; a cubic spline is used to generate the curve. All averages for (C)-(E) calculated
from at least 40 cells and 30 simulations. (F) Still frames from live-cell imaging of RPE cells expressing GFP-centrin. (G)
(i) Experimental traces of centrosome movement from cell shown in (F), where color denotes time (min). (G) (ii) Traces of
centrosome movement from a single simulation, where the two lines correspond to the two centrosomes, and color denotes time
(min). Red ‘x’ is initial centrosome position, black asterisk is final centrosome position. (H) (i) Centrosome velocities over time
from cell shown in (F, G (i)
). (ii) Centrosome velocities over time from simulation shown in (G)(ii). Each line is a centrosome.
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Centrosome movement and velocity similarly resembles biological results (Fig. 4 G,H), suggesting that our parameterized276

model closely captures the dynamics of mitotic progression. We use this as our model base case throughout this work.277

Motor protein perturbations alter spindle bipolarity278
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Figure 5: Force perturbations impact spindle bipolarity. (A) Still frame from a simulation at t=10 min with: (i) no Eg5
binding, (ii) high HSET binding, or (iii) no cortical dynein binding. Colors indicate the force generated by each MT interaction,
defined in the legend. (B) Plot of the average percent of MTs in each force-generating state over time with: (i) no Eg5 binding,
(ii) high HSET binding, or (iii) no cortical dynein binding, and (C) the base case. (D) Plot of the average distance between
spindle poles over time for the base case and each single force perturbation. (E) Plot of the average length of MTs over time. All
averages are of 10 simulations and error bars shown correspond to standard deviation.
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The mitotic spindle has been extensively studied, and our understanding of the force requirements for spindle bipolarity279

has been determined primarily through experimental manipulation of force-generating motor proteins. While informative,280

biological assays can induce potential off-target effects and can impact multiple cellular processes. In contrast, mathematical and281

computational modeling allows for the specific modulation of individual motor populations and affords temporal control of such282

perturbations to defined stages of mitosis. Therefore, to determine how motor proteins considered in our model impact spindle283

bipolarity, we independently perturbed motor function of Eg5, HSET, and cortical dynein. We accurately reflect perturbed motor284

activity by altering the binding probability of the motor V from the base case of %V = 0.5. (Table S1). All other parameters285

remain unchanged from the base case, allowing us to specifically determine the impact of altered motor activity on spindle286

bipolarity.287

Biological data indicates that loss of Eg5 activity results in spindle pole collapse and the formation of a monopolar spindle288

(6, 30, 65–67). To determine if our model is able to capture this phenomenon, we simulate loss of Eg5 activity by setting the289

probability of Eg5 binding to MTs (%� ) to zero. Our simulations with loss of Eg5 activity result in failure to establish a bipolar290

spindle (Fig. 5 A(i),D), and maintained spindle collapse through the duration of the simulation. Consistent with the requirement291

of Eg5 for centrosome separation and early bipolar spindle formation in cells, our simulations with no Eg5 activity show that292

centrosomes collapse to a monopolar spindle is immediate, with a monopolar spindle being formed in less than 2 min (Fig. 5293

D). Analysis of the fraction of MTs bound to motor proteins over time reveals that HSET activity remains unchanged from the294

base condition (Fig. 5 B(i),C). However, spindle pole-localized dynein becomes relevant with loss of Eg5, where it helps to295

maintain close proximity of centrosomes following spindle pole collapse (Fig. 5 B(i),C).296

Biological results also show that high HSET activity increases the frequency of monopolar spindles (81–83). To test that297

our model accurately reflects this role of HSET activity, we mimic HSET overexpression by setting the probability of binding to298

MTs (%� ) equal to one. Consistent with published biological data, our model captures monopolar spindle formation with high299

HSET activity (Fig. 5 A(ii),D). We observe that monopolar spindle formation occurs almost immediately, with all simulations300

having a fully collapsed spindle by t=5 min (Fig. 5 D). Similar to the condition with no Eg5, the fraction of MTs bound to301

spindle pole-localized dynein is increased with high HSET activity compared to the base condition (Fig. 5 B(ii),C). These302

results suggest that spindle pole dynein is similarly important in maintaining a monopolar spindle when HSET activity is high.303

Due to the multiple functions of dynein at spindle poles, kinetochores, and the cell cortex (54, 59, 60, 72), biological304

approaches have been unable to discern the specific role of cortical dynein in bipolar spindle formation. To address this305

limitation, cortical dynein activity was depleted in our model by setting the probability of binding to MTs (%32>A ) to zero. Our306

simulations indicate that specific loss of cortical dynein results in shorter bipolar spindles, decreased from 17 `m in the base307

case to 10 `m (Fig. 5 A(iii),D and Movie M2). We additionally see a greater than 2-fold increase in MTs bound to Eg5 and/or308

HSET when cortical dynein activity is absent compared to the base case, where the percent of MTs bound to both Eg5 and309

HSET increases from 6% in the base case to 15% in the absence of cortical dynein (Fig. 5 B(iii),C).310

None of the single motor protein perturbations described have a significant impact on average MT length compared to311

the base condition (Fig. 5 E). As such, the changes in bipolar spindle length following perturbations to motor activity are312

strictly a result of altered forces on the centrosomes and not a consequence of limitations imposed by altered MT lengths.313

Combined, these results indicate that our model both captures known changes in bipolar spindle length following loss of Eg5 or314

overexpression of HSET, and demonstrates a decrease in steady-state spindle length following loss of cortical dynein.315

Cortical dynein is a primary regulator of bipolar spindle length316

The biophysical model used here to describe and explore the dynamics of bipolar spindle formation and maintenance has317

the benefit of discretely defined MTs, each of which can generate force depending on its length and position relative to other318

intracellular components (Fig. 6 A, Movie M1). To explore how the magnitude and direction of forces on centrosomes change319

during spindle formation, we assessed each component of the force over time, with respect to ®+24=C , the unit vector between320

centrosomes (Fig. 2 A) (using the projection of the total forces in the direction of ®+24=C ). We considered a positive force to be321

one that increases spindle length (i.e. Eg5/cortical dynein) and a negative force to be one that decreases spindle length (i.e.322

HSET/pushing on the cell cortex/dynein at spindle poles).323

To visualize how forces contribute to spindle dynamics, force plots for each centrosome were overlaid with curves for324

spindle length and the minimal centrosome distance to the cell cortex over time (Fig. 6 B(i)-(ii)). In our base case, where we325

have no perturbed motor activity, we find dynamic and reproducible force-dependent changes in spindle length. Our analysis326

shows that forces driving centrosome movement are dominated by Eg5 at early time points (t<5 min), consistent with the known327

biological role of Eg5 in mitosis (84–86). While averaging over many simulations of the base case show that a stable bipolar328

spindle length of 17`m is achieved (Fig. 4 E, Table S2), analysis of a single simulation indicates that this is a quasi steady-state,329

where fluctuations in bipolar spindle length occur. Observing how forces change over time reveals that these fluctuations330

coincide with increased cortical dynein-derived force (Fig. 6 B). These data implicate cortical dynein in orchestrating dynamic331
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Figure 6: Forces are dynamic over time, enabling the formation and maintenance of a bipolar spindle. (A) Still frames
from a simulation from initial centrosome positioning (i) to spindle bipolarity (iii). MT color represents its “state”, defining the
force that it generates. (B) Force plots of centrosome “1” (i) and centrosome “2” (ii) in the direction of the vector between the
two centrosomes, where a positive force brings centrosomes together and negative force pushes centrosomes apart. Black solid
line shows spindle length over time and black dashed line shows the absolute minimum centrosome distance to the cell cortex
over time.

changes to bipolar spindle length during mitosis.332

Cortical dynein drives fluctuations in spindle length after spindle bipolarity is achieved333

To define the forces required for fluctuations in bipolar spindle length we first explored the consequences of perturbing cortical334

dynein pulling forces. To mimic loss of cortical dynein activity, we altered %32>A , the probability of MTs binding to dynein at335

the cell cortex. As %32>A is reduced, bipolar spindle length decreases (17.9 `m when %32>A = 0.5 to 15.6 `m when %32>A = 0.3,336

and 10.3 `m when %32>A = 0) (Fig. 7 A, Movie M2), implicating cortical dynein in the regulation of steady-state bipolar spindle337

length.338

To define a time-dependent relationship between bipolar spindle length and cortical dynein binding and pulling forces, we339

performed quantitative time-series analyses. The data is represented as a kymograph, a graphical representation of position over340

time, where the H-axis represents time (Fig. 7 B). In each plot, G = 0 is the center of the cell and G = −15, G = 15 are the cell341
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of a single simulation with dynein binding probability 0.5 in (i), 0.3 in (ii), and 0 in (iii) from 5 to 25 minutes. Red asterisks are
centrosome position plotted every 20 seconds, gray bars indicate prominent peaks in spindle length. (C) Plot of the number of
peaks per minute from 10 simulations with dynein binding probability 0.5, 0.3, and 0. Each dot is a simulation, error bars are
mean and SD. ****p<0.0001, ns indicates not significant. (D) Table showing average number of peaks per minute, average
peak prominence, and average peak width over 10 simulations for each condition with dynein binding probability 0.5, 0.3, or 0.
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boundaries. Red asterisks indicate centrosome position at 20 sec time intervals. We used peak prominence (87), defined as the342

vertical distance between the height of a peak and its lowest contour line, as a readout of significant changes in spindle length.343

Peaks identified as significant had a prominence greater than the minimum average standard deviation within spindle length344

traces between the conditions %32>A = 0.5, %32>A = 0.3, and %32>A = 0. As shown in Fig. 7 B, C, D, we find that fluctuations in345

bipolar spindle length have both decreased frequency (peaks/min), decreased amplitude (prominence), and increased duration346

(width) when cortical dynein activity is decreased. Specifically, we see a 14% and 43% decrease in the number of peaks per347

minute from the base condition when %32>A = 0.3, 0, respectively. Furthermore, we see a 32% decrease in peak prominence348

when %32>A = 0, although we see no change when %32>A = 0.3, and a 24% and 92% increase in peak width when %32>A = 0.3, 0,349

respectively. Together, this data suggests that reduced cortical dynein activity alters the frequency, amplitude, and duration of350

bipolar spindle length fluctuations.351

To determine if cortical dynein activity similarly impacts bipolar spindle length in cells, we performed fixed-cell imaging352

and analysis of pole-to-pole distance in RPE cells. We disrupted cortical dynein activity with either short-term chemical353

inhibition (Dynarrestin) or via depletion of Afadin, a protein involved in localizing dynein-NuMA complexes to the cell cortex354

(88, 89). Duration and concentration of Dynarrestin treatment was optimized to preferentially impair cortical dynein activity as355

previously described (89). Afadin depletion was validated by qPCR and confirmed by quantification of reduced cortical NuMA356

staining intensity (Fig. S3 in Supporting Material). Consistent with our modeling results, fixed-cell imaging reveals that average357

bipolar spindle length is reduced from 13 `m to 11.1 `m and 9.6 `m in Nuf2 depleted cells following disruption of cortical358

dynein activity by Afadin depletion or Dynarrestin treatment, respectively (Fig. 8 A,B, Fig. S4 in Supporting Material). Similar359

results were observed in control cells with functional kinetochore attachments following treatment with Dynarrestin, with a360

reduction from 11.05 `m to 8.9 `m (Fig. S4 A,B in Supporting Material). While spindle length with Afadin depletion alone361

remains comparable to the control (siScr), depletion of Afadin in the absence of Nuf2 shows a decrease in spindle length that is362

not statistically different than what is seen following Dynarrestin treatment (Fig. 8 B), (Fig. S4 A,B in Supporting Material).363

These data raise the possibility that kinetochore MT attachments may stabilize spindle length in the absence of Afadin, thereby364

limiting the impact of decreased cortical dynein on bipolar spindle length.365

To test whether fluctuations in bipolar spindle length could be observed in cells, we next performed live-cell imaging of RPE366

cells expressing GFP-centrin (Movie M3). Similar to the analysis performed on simulations, significant peaks were determined367

by peak prominence. Prominent peaks were considered as those having a prominence greater than the minimum average368

standard deviation within spindle length traces from all six conditions (siScr, siAfadin, Dynarrestin, siNuf2, siNuf2+siAfadin,369

siNuf2+Dynarrestin). Consistent with our simulations, we observe an average of 0.36 peaks/min in control cells (siScr) and370

0.46 peaks/min in cells depleted of Nuf2 (siNuf2) that lack stable chromosome attachments (Fig. 8 C,D,E, Fig. S4 C,D,E in the371

Supporting Material). We used Afadin depletion (siAfadin) or Dynarrestin treatment, as described previously, to determine372

if loss of cortical dynein activity impacts spindle length fluctuations. In Nuf2 depleted cells, we see a significant 41% and373

50% decrease in the average number of peaks per minute with Afadin knockdown and Dynarrestin treatment, respectively374

(Fig. 8 C,D,E). We also see a significant 44% decrease in the number of peaks per minute in the absence of Afadin alone375

(Fig. S4C,D,E). These results are consistent with our model, where loss of cortical dynein decreases the number of peaks376

per minute by 43% (Fig. 7 C,D). However, we do not see a significant decrease with Dynarrestin treatment, indicating a377

possibility of altered spindle structure or stability following extended treatment through the duration of imaging. Together,378

model predictions and biological results implicate cortical dynein activity in spindle length fluctuations during mitosis.379

Modeling reveals that high Eg5 activity rescues spindle length fluctuations in the absence of380

cortical dynein381

To further define the relationship between MT-derived forces and the maintenance of spindle bipolarity in the presence or382

absence of cortical dynein, we increased Eg5 activity thereby increasing the outward force on each centrosome (i.e. pushing383

away from each other). We find that increasing Eg5 activity, by increasing the binding probability of Eg5 to MTs (%� ),384

significantly increases bipolar spindle length, regardless of cortical dynein activity (Fig. 9 A). However, reduced spindle length385

seen in the absence of cortical dynein is not restored with high Eg5 activity (Fig. 9 A(1),(6)), suggesting that cortical dynein386

pulling force, independent of Eg5 activity, is important in establishing and maintaining bipolar spindle length.387

To determine if Eg5 activity impacts spindle fluctuations in bipolar spindle length, we quantified the number of peaks per388

minute in simulations with increased Eg5 activity with and without cortical dynein. We find that in simulations with cortical389

dynein activity, increased Eg5 activity, either at intermediate (%� = 0.7) or high (%� = 1) levels, does not significantly impact390

the number of peaks per minute (Fig. 9 B,C,E, Movie M4). However, in the absence of cortical dynein activity, increased Eg5391

activity rescues spindle length fluctuations to levels that are not significantly varied from the base condition (Fig. 9 B,D,E).392

Increased Eg5 activity does not, however, restore reduced peak prominence nor increased peak width in the absence of cortical393

dynein (Fig. 9 E). These results suggest that Eg5 activity cooperates with cortical dynein-derived forces to maintain fluctuations394
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siAfadin 0.27 0.03 0.16
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Dynarrestin 0.23 0.05 3.63

Figure 8: Fixed and live-cell imaging captures dynein-dependent changes in bipolar spindle length and spindle dynamics.
(A) Fixed cell imaging of RPE cells stained for DAPI (DNA), Tubulin (MTs), and Centrin (centrosomes) in siNuf2,
siNuf2+siAfadin, and siNuf2+Dynarrestin conditions. (B) Quantification of bipolar spindle length in siNuf2, siNuf2+siAfadin,
and siNuf2+Dynarrestin conditions. Quantification performed on at least 25 cells from each condition for 3 biological replicates.
Each color indicates a replicate and the average for each replicate is represented by a triangle of the same color. (C) Traces
of spindle length over time of individual RPE cells expressing a GFP-centrin tag for siNuf2 (i), siNuf2+siAfadin (ii), and
siNuf2+Dynarresetin (iii) conditions. Red asterisks represent significant peaks on the curve shown in black. (D) Quantification
of the average number of peaks per minute in siNuf2, siNuf2+siAfadin, and siNuf2+Dynarrestin conditions. Significance
determined by one-way ANOVA. (E) Table showing the average number of peaks per minute, the average peak prominence, and
average peak width from each condition. At least 10 cells were captured and quantified for each condition. All error bars are SD.
*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ns indicates not significant.
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in bipolar spindle length.395

Cortical dynein is required for spindle bipolarity when HSET activity is high396

HSET overexpression is prominent in many cancer contexts where its expression corresponds with increased cell proliferation397

(90, 91). This relationship with proliferation is independent of centrosome number, though in cancer contexts where centrosome398

number is amplified, HSET is additionally required to cluster extra spindle poles into a bipolar spindle (78, 92–96). We have399

confirmed that our model captures spindle-pole collapse in the context of high HSET activity (Fig. 5 A (ii), D). We then sought400

to further understand the sensitivity of spindle bipolarity to HSET activity. To test this, we incrementally increased the HSET401

binding probability in our model from its base level of %� = 0.5. Our simulations indicate that spindle bipolarity is sensitive to402

HSET activity, such that the incidence of spindle pole collapse increases with high HSET activity, with only 40% of simulations403

forming a bipolar spindle when %� = 0.8 and 0% when %� = 0.9 or %� = 1 (Fig. 10 A). To determine the force requirements404

for bipolar spindle formation in the presence of high HSET (%� = 0.8), we explored a range of increasing cortical dynein405

activity and found that spindle bipolarity is rescued by cortical dynein activity in a concentration-dependent manner, with 90%406

of simulations forming a bipolar spindle when %32>A = 0.9 or %32>A = 1 (Fig. 10 B).407

Work from other groups indicates that HSET-dependent motor activity is a dominant force in centrosome clustering once408

centrosomes reach a critical distance of 7-8 `m from each other, whereas centrosome pairs are not impacted by HSET activity409

when they are 11-12 `m apart (97). Consistent with this, we find that centrosomes collapse when they are, on average, initially410

5.4 `m apart, and instead form a bipolar spindle when initial centrosome distance is, on average, 9.95 `m apart. Together, these411

results indicate that high cortical dynein activity and/or a large initial centrosome distance promotes bipolar spindle formation412

in the presence of high HSET.413

CONCLUSION414

The biophysical model presented here forms and maintains a bipolar mitotic spindle through the balance of five MT-derived415

forces, including MT interactions with three key motor proteins: kinesin-14 (HSET), kinesin-5 (Eg5), and dynein (Figs. 1, 4, 6,416

Movie M1). While members of the kinesin-4, kinesin-6, and kinesin-8 families have been described as having roles in mitotic417

progression, their primary roles involve either chromosome condensation and alignment, or spindle midzone stability during418

anaphase (98–109). Since we are not explicitly modeling chromosomes, chromosome-derived forces, or anaphase spindle419

elongation, force contributions by these proteins were omitted. Our model was based on and validated using our experimental420

data defining centrosome position and time-dependent changes in spindle bipolarity in mammalian cells (Figs. 3, 4, 8).421

Biological inhibition or knockdownofEg5, and overexpression ofHSETare shown to alter spindle bipolarity (6, 30, 65, 66, 81–422

83). We manipulate motor activity in the model by perturbing the motor-MT binding probability, which accurately captures423

spindle collapse with no Eg5 or HSET activity (Fig. 5). To further inform the force balance between motor-derived forces424

through mitotic progression, future work could explore the spatiotemporal distribution of motor activity along MTs at the425

interpolar overlap regions. Simulating discretely localized proteins throughout the spindle structure would provide estimates for426

the required motor concentrations for spindle formation and maintenance.427

The role of dynein activity in spindle formation and maintenance has been difficult to discern due to its localization and428

function at spindle poles, kinetochores, and the cell cortex during mitosis (54, 59, 60, 72). By defining each of these motor429

populations independently in our model, we sought to specifically define the role of cortical dynein activity in spindle bipolarity.430

Previous work has shown that the position, orientation, and oscillatory movement of the bipolar spindle within the cell is431

regulated, in part, by cortical dynein (59–61). Results from our model further indicate that cortical dynein activity impacts432

bipolar spindle length and promotes fluctuations in pole-to-pole distance over time (Fig. 5, 7). We used experimental techniques433

to validate this novel prediction made by our model. Fixed-cell imaging and analysis confirms that cortical dynein localization434

and activity impacts metaphase spindle length while live-cell imaging captures dynein-dependent fluctuations in bipolar spindle435

length over time (Fig. 8). We find that dynein-dependent changes in spindle length and dynamics are more robust in the absence436

of Nuf2 (in comparing Fig. 8 to Fig. S4 in the Supporting Material), suggesting that stable end-on kinetochore attachments may437

dampen dynamic changes in bipolar spindle length during mitosis. Future work could explore how this relationship is impacted438

in cells altered MT-kinetochore attachments stability, and define potential consequences of spindle length fluctuations, or lack439

thereof.440

While mathematical models have extensively examined MT attachments to chromosomes and how these attachments drive441

chromosome movement and alignment during mitosis (16, 110, 111), we omit chromosomes and chromosome-derived forces in442

our model as end-on MT attachments to kinetochores are dispensable for bipolar spindle formation (33, 34). However, our data443

suggest that kinetochore-microtubule interactions may reinforce spindle stability. We find that the impact of cortical dynein444

disruption by Afadin depletion is more robust in cells lacking stable MT attachments to kinetochores (siNuf2) than in cells445
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(E)
%32>A = 0.5 %32>A = 0.5 %32>A = 0.5 %32>A = 0 %32>A = 0 %32>A = 0

Condition %� = 0.5 %� = 0.7 %� = 1 %� = 0.5 %� = 0.7 %� = 1

Peaks/min 0.4033 0.4475 0.4475 0.2311 0.3393 0.3787

Prominence (`m) 1.264 1.173 1.106 0.862 0.8994 0.9471

Peak Width (min) 0.69 0.69 0.79 1.326 0.965 0.94

Figure 9: High Eg5 activity rescues spindle length fluctuations, but not steady-state spindle length in the absence of
cortical dynein. (A) Bar graph of final spindle length from 10 simulations for each condition: (1) %32>A = 0.5, %� = 0.5, (2)
%32>A = 0.5, %� = 0.7, (3) %32>A = 0.5, %� = 1, (4) %32>A = 0, %� = 0.5, (5) %32>A = 0, %� = 0.7, (6) %32>A = 0, %� = 1. (B)
Quantification of the number of peaks per minute from 10 simulations for each condition [Cont. on next page.]
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Figure 9: Cont. Each dot is a simulation. (C/D) Representative kymographs of varied Eg5 binding probabilities, in the presence
(C) or absence (D) of cortical dynein. Gray bars indicate prominent peaks in spindle length. (E) Table of the average number
of prominent peaks, the average peak prominence, and the average peak width for each condition. All data averaged over 10
simulations for each condition. Error bars are mean and SD, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001, ns indicates not significant.
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Figure 10: High cortical dynein promotes spindle bipolarity in the presence of high HSET. (A) Fraction of simulations
that form a bipolar spindle with varying levels of HSET %32>A = 0.5. (B) Fraction of simulations that form a bipolar spindle
in the presence of high HSET (%� = 0.8) with varying levels of cortical dynein. (C) Plots of spindle length over time of
simulations with high HSET (%� = 0.8) and varying levels of cortical dynein that have simulations that form a bipolar spindle
(0.3 < %32>A ≤ 1). Red line is the average initial distance of centrosomes that separate (9.95 `m) and black line is the average
initial distance of centrosomes that collapse (5.4 `m). Data from 20 simulations for each condition.

with robust MT attachments (siScr) (Fig. 8 B,D,E, Fig. S4 B,D,E). Furthermore, we find that short term dynarrestin treatment,446

which has been shown to partially disrupt kinetochore attachments (89), has a similar impact on cells regardless of Nuf2447

activity (Fig. 8 B,D,E, Fig. S4 B,D,E). Together, these results suggest that MT attachments to kinetochores may impact spindle448

dynamics. Extension of our model to include chromosomes or chromosome-like structures and their associated forces would be449

necessary to define and test the contribution of chromosome or kinetochore-derived forces on spindle maintenance.450

Failure in cell division or defects in chromosome segregation generates cells with abnormal, and sometimes double, the451

number of chromosomes and centrosomes. These defects contribute to tumor heterogeneity and cancer progression (112).452

Additional chromosomes pose a challenge for mitotic cells, as they may require larger spindles and are demonstrated to be453

sensitive to perturbation of mitotic motor proteins (113–119). We propose that dynamic changes in bipolar spindle length,454

driven by cortical dynein and/or activity, contributes to the spindle length requirements for chromosome capture and alignment,455

with particular relevance to cancer contexts where chromosome number is increased. Indeed, we see a significant increase in456

prometaphase cells following Afadin knockdown in RPE cells with stable kinetochore attachments (data not shown), suggesting457

defects in chromosome alignment when cortical dynein activity is lost. Future work can explore potential consequences of this458

phenotype.459

While cortical dynein is dispensable for spindle bipolarity when Eg5 or HSET activity is unperturbed, our data implicate460

cortical dynein in achieving a maximum bipolar spindle length (Fig. 9 A). Our model predicts that high Eg5 activity can461

recover spindle length fluctuations with loss of cortical dynein, suggesting that this feature of spindle dynamics is not driven by462

cortical dynein specifically but instead reflects the stochastic balance between spindle forces. Further experimentation will be463

needed to confirm this prediction and to delineate the individual contributions of cortical dynein and Eg5 in this aspect of464

spindle bipolarity. Additionally, our model predicts that high cortical dynein activity is required for bipolar spindle formation465

when HSET activity is also high (Fig. 5 A(ii),B(ii),D, Fig. 10) (90, 91, 94). This may be particularly relevant in cancers cells466

with supernumerary centrosomes, where high HSET activity contributes to centrosome clustering, promoting bipolar spindle467

formation and continued cell proliferation (78, 90–96). High HSET levels have also been reported in cancer cells independent468

of centrosome number, although the functional implications of high HSET activity in this context remains unclear (90, 91).469

Our results indicate that when HSET activity is high, cortical dynein activity is required for bipolar spindle formation even470
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when only two centrosomes are present. Therefore, we speculate that cancer cells having high levels of HSET, regardless of471

centrosome number, may be dependent on cortical dynein for bipolar spindle formation and accurate cell division. If true,472

therapeutic approaches to inhibit cortical dynein may be particularly effective at limiting mitotic progression in contexts of high473

HSET activity, independent of centrosome and/or chromosome number.474
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Supporting Material735

Modeling reveals cortical dynein-dependent changes in bipolar spindle length736

D Mercadante, AL Manning, SD Olson737

ADDITIONAL MODEL DETAILS738

Model Initialization and Algorithm739

At the start of the simulation, random initial locations were chosen for centrosomes that matched the distribution from740

experimental data (Fig. 4 C). 300 MTs, randomly distributed between the two centrosomes, were initialized with angles U and741

lengths ℓ chosen from a uniform distribution, U ∈ U[0, 2c) and ℓ ∈ [0, 0.5] and new MTs are nucleated at every time step742

(Fig. 2 A, Fig. S1 C,D). The states of each MT are updated based on the stochastic rules (e.g. Monte Carlo binding to cortical743

dynein if close to cortex based on binding probability %32>A ). The states and configuration of the MTs then contribute to forces744

on each centrosome. The force-balance equation for each centrosome is solved to determine its new location. The MTs are then745

updated based on state (growing, shrinking, angle of vector direction changes). This is repeated at each time step until C = 30746

min is reached.747

Microtubules748

MTs are nucleated at a rate ")=D2 , undergo rescue (switch from shrinking to growing) at a rate :1 and undergo catastrophe749

(switch from growing to shrinking) at a MT-length dependent rate :2, defined as :28 = BE6ℓ8 , where B is a scaling factor, and750

ℓ8 is the length of the 8Cℎ MT (52). Sensitivity of the model (defined by spindle length) to the parameter B is shown in Table751

S4. While it has been well established that catastrophe frequency is MT-age dependent rather than length dependent (126),752

results from our model indicate that length and age are strongly correlated (Fig. S1 B in the Supporting Material). Following753

a standard Monte Carlo method, we choose =2 ∈ U[0, 1] and the 8Cℎ growing MT undergoes catastrophe if =2 ≤ :∗2, where754

:∗2 = 1 − 4−:28 3C (13). Similarly, shrinking MT 8 will be rescued if =1 ≤ :∗1 where :
∗
1 = 1 − 4−:13C . MTs that fail to undergo755

rescue depolymerize completely and are no longer considered in the system when ℓ8 ≤ E63C. The vector ®<8 defines the direction756

of each MT 8. While we do not account for physical bending of dynamic MTs, when defining the model terms and MT force757

generation by motor proteins, we account for the tendency of MT to bend, particularly at interpolar regions and scale the force758

as needed (Eqs. 6, 7, Fig. 2 B).759

Model Analysis760

While many parameters in our model have been well established by biological, biophysical, or mathematical studies, we define761

novel parameters in our model that we have optimized to reflect accurate spindle formation and maintenance. We explore the762

sensitivity of our model, as a readout of bipolar spindle length at t=10 min, with values above and below our selected parameters.763

While manipulating a parameter, all other parameters remain unchanged from the base case. Results are summarized in Tables764

S3 and S4.765

To understand how model outcomes such as spindle length vary due to model stochasticity by MT dynamics and MT-motor766

protein binding and unbinding, we performed an increasing number of simulations with the same initial centrosome positioning.767

Traces of centrosome movement over time show different trajectories (results not shown), but the distance between centrosomes768

at t=25 min (spindle length) have similar trends, as shown in Table S2. All averaged simulation results reported are of a769

minimum of 10 simulations.770

Simulations achieving spindle bipolarity were those having a spindle length of at least 17 `m, as this is equal to our771

experimentally measured average bipolar spindle length in cells lacking stable chromosome attachments at t=25 (Fig. 3 C).772

Monopolar spindles were characterized by spindle length being less than half the average bipolar spindle length (8.5 `m) at773

t=25 min.774

Drag775

While we maintain a constant drag coefficient in our model, we note that the drag on an object varies with size and proximity to776

the boundary (49, 58). We account for dynamic changes in drag by scaling motor-derived forces exponentially, with a strong777

dependence on the proximity of the centrosome to the point where the force is applied. Previously published results explored778
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Table S1: Parameter Values

Parameter Value Description Reference
Microtubules
E6 0.183 `ms−1 MT growth velocity (+ ends) (62, 120)
EB 0.3 `ms−1 MT shrinking velocity (+ ends) (62)
E1 0.057 `mB−1 MT shrinking velocity (+ ends)

bound to cortical dynein (47)
:1 0.167 s−1 Rescue frequency (62, 121)
^ 10 pN`m2 Bending rigidity Approximated (27, 47, 122)
5BC0;; 5 pN Stall force of MTs (123)
")=D2 2 s−1 MT nucleation rate (124)

per centrosome
\ 10c/180 Slipping MT angle change
Motor Proteins
Dynein
50,3 3.6 pN Stall force of dynein (37)
E0,3 0.86 `ms−1 Walking velocity of dynein (37, 41)
%32>A 0.5 Probability of binding to

cortical dynein
%3B? 0.1 Probability of binding to

spindle pole dynein
D3 4E6 (3C) `m Distance required for binding

to dynein
D3B? 1 `m Distance required for binding

to dynein at spindle poles
Kinesin-5 (Eg5)
50,�65 1.5 pN Stall force of Eg5 (40)
E0,�65 0.2 `ms−1 Walking velocity of Eg5 (125)
%� 0.5 Probability of binding to Eg5
Kinesin-14 (HSET)
50,�(�) 1.1 pN Stall force of HSET (39)
E0,�(�) 0.2 `ms−1 Walking velocity of HSET (125)
%� 0.5 Probability of binding to HSET
D�65,�(�) E63C `m Distance required for binding

to Eg5 or HSET
Other
A 15 `m Radius of the cell
2A 0.3 `m Radius of a centrosome
DA 2 `m Distance for repulsive forces
 0.25 MT length-dependent scaling factor
� 0.1 Antiparallel crosslinking scaling factor
B 0.15 `m−1 Scaling for catastrophe frequency
' 1 `m Scaling for repulsive forces
` 0.7 pNs`m−2 Viscosity of the cytoplasm (56)
b 20.6 pNs Drag coefficient
E 5 0.0083 `ms−1 Poleward flux (68)
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Table S2: Average (Avg) Spindle Length for Simulations (Sims) at t=25 min.

# of Sims Avg length (`m)
5 17.79
10 17.53
15 17.56
20 17.65

drag on a spherical object as it approached a boundary (58) and drag on an aster centered in the confined domain with a779

symmetric distribution of MTs of varying volume fraction (49). Inspired by these studies, we first defined a dynamic drag term780

as781

b3 =
6c`A2l

1 −
(
32>A
A

)2 , (S1)

where ` is the viscosity of the cytoplasm (Table S1), A2 is the effective radius of the MT aster, calculated as the average length of782

MTs nucleated from centrosome 2, l is the volume fraction of MTs nucleated from centrosome 2, 32>A is the minimal distance783

from the centrosome center to the cell cortex, and A is the radius of the cell (Table S1). We show that this drag coefficient784

increases as MT length and MT aster volume (MT density) increase (Fig. S2 A). Furthermore, b3 increases as the centrosome785

distance to the cell cortex decreases (Fig. S2 B). However, the drag term defined in Eq. (S1) did not capture the asymmetry of786

MT lengths and volume fraction throughout the 30 min of mitotic progression that we were modeling. Since MTs and forces are787

dynamic in our model, rather than applying a uniform drag coefficient on the centrosome, we define an exponential scaling term788

that is specific to each MT-motor interaction. We define this term as:789

b4 = 4G?

(
ℓ

 3

)
, (S2)

which considers ℓ, the distance from the centrosome center to the point where the force is applied, and 3, the distance between790

the centrosome center and the object it is interacting with (either the cell boundary or the opposing centrosome). These terms791

account for the dynamic changes in drag described previously. To observe how this term impacts how force is felt by the792

centrosome center, we have a scatter plot of drag b4 on the G-axis, as a function of ℓ = !8 on the H-axis, the distance from the793

centrosome to the point where Eg5 and/or HSET bind. This plot is over a time course of 5 minutes in the simulation and has794

324=C , the distance between centrosomes, ranging from 4-15 `m. We see that forces generated when !8 is large are correspond795

to a small b4, while when !8 is small, i.e. when the centrosome is close to where the force is being applied, b4 approaches 1796

(Fig. S2 C).797

SUPPORTING FIGURES AND MOVIES798

Movie M1 Simulation of the base condition, corresponding to Fig. 6B.799

Movie M2 Simulation with no MTs binding to cortical dynein (%32>A = 0), corresponding to Figs. 5 A(iii) and 7 B(i).800

Movie M3 Live-cell imaging of an RPE cell expressing GFP-centrin in a cell lacking stable MT attachments to kinetochores801

(siNuf2). Movie captured in a single z-plane at 60x at 15 sec intervals for 10 min, corresponding to Fig. 8.802

Movie M4 Simulation with no cortical dynein (%32>A = 0) and high Eg5 (%� = 1), corresponding to Fig. 9 D(iii).803
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Figure S1:MT number, length, and distribution change throughout mitotic progression. (A) Average number of MTs and
average MT length from 10 simulations of the base case of the model. Error bars are SD. (B) Scatter plot of MT length and
age. (C) Representative histograms depicting the random initial MT angle distribution (in degrees) with respect to ®+24=C (t=20
sec) on both centrosomes from a single simulation. (D) Representative histograms depicting the asymmetric final MT angle
distribution (in degrees) with respect to ®+24=C (t=25 min), with more MTs in the direction of ®+24=C on each centrosome. Results
from the same simulation are shown in (C) and (D).
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Table S3: Sensitivity Analysis to crosslinking parameter � and force/drag scaling parameter  . Base case corresponds to
� = 0.1 and  = 0.25. Results are averaged over 10 simulations at t=10 min.

� 0.025 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2

Spindle Length (`m) 5.09 14.8 16.5 17.31 17.67

 0.1 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.4

Spindle Length (`m) 11.43 14.88 16.5 18.42 20.35

Table S4: Sensitivity Analysis to MT catastrophe rate scaling B and constant drag parameter b. Base case corresponds to
B = 0.15 and b = 20.6. Results are averaged over 10 simulations at t=10 min.

B 0.05 0.15 0.3

Spindle Length (`m) 18.93 16.5 12.9

b 20.6 103

Spindle Length (`m) 16.5 13.33
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Figure S2: Exponential length scaling on forces captures increased drag due to MT length and MT density. (A) Scatter
plot showing how increasing MT aster volume and MT length results in an increased drag coefficient (b3 , shown on G-axis, Eq.
S1) for a single simulation up to t=5 min. (B) Scatter plot of highlighting different centrosome distance to the cell cortex on the
H-axis and dynamic drag coefficient (b3 , Eq. S1) on G-axis. (C) Scatter plot of the exponential length scaling of motor-derived
interpolar forces b4 (Eq. S2) on G-axis and the distance from the centrosome to the point of force application for all MTs bound
to Eg5 and/or HSET (!8) on the H-axis.
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Figure S3:Afadin knockdown disrupts cortical NuMA localization during mitosis. (A) Immunofluorescent imaging of RPE
cells following knockdown of Nuf2 and/or Afadin by siRNA. (B) Relative fluorescent intensity (RFU) of cortical-to-cytoplasmic
NuMA. At least 20 cells were quantified for each condition from 3 independent replicates. (C) Quantification of Nuf2 RNA
expression by qPCR. (D) Quantification of Afadin RNA expression by qPCR. Each condition was normalized to a control
(siScr) and data is averaged over 3 independent replicates. Error bars are standard deviation. Significance was determined by
student’s t-test (*<0.05, ****<0.001, ns indicates not significant).
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Peaks/min Prominence Peak
Condition (`m) Width (min)

siScr 0.36 0.03 0.77

siAfadin 0.2 0.04 3.818

Dynarrestin 0.32 0.004 0.95

Figure S4: Fixed and live-cell imaging captures dynein-dependent changes in bipolar spindle length and spindle
dynamics. (A) Fixed cell imaging of RPE cells stained for DAPI (DNA), Tubulin (MTs), and Centrin (centrosomes) in siScr,
siAfadin, and Dynarrestin conditions. (B) Quantification of bipolar spindle length in siScr, siAfadin, and Dynarrestin conditions.
Quantification performed on at least 25 cells from each condition for 3 biological replicates. Each color indicates a replicate and
the average for each replicate is represented by a triangle of the same color. (C) Traces of spindle length over time of individual
RPE cells expressing a GFP-centrin tag for siScr (i), siAfadin (ii), and Dynarresetin (iii) conditions. Red asterisks represent
significant peaks for the curve shown in black. (D) Quantification of the average number of peaks per minute in siScr, siAfadin,
and Dynarrestin conditions. Significance determined by one-way ANOVA. (E) Table showing the average number of peaks
per minute, the average peak prominence, and average peak width from each condition. At least 10 cells were captured and
quantified for each condition. All error bars are SD. *p<0.05 indicates statistical significance, ns indicates not significant.
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